Luxembourg, 18 February 2022

Update: schedule changes due
to Eunice storm
In strict compliance with safety measures, Luxair’s flights schedule has been adapted.
Following the weather forecasts, concerning the Eunice storm, Luxair had, in accordance with
the authorities’ decisions, to make changes to its flight plan on Thursday, 17 February and
Friday, 18 February, resulting in some flights being cancelled or delayed.
Update:
In total, for this Friday, 18 February 2022, Luxair had planned 64 flights. Among these 64 flights,
8 had to be cancelled due to very strong gusts of wind hitting Luxembourg and some airports
to which Luxair flies, four more flights than this morning. These additional flights are the flight
to and from Dublin (LG4883 and LG4884), the passengers of which have all been transferred
to the Sunday flight (20/02/2022) and the flight to and from Berlin (LG9473 and LG9474).
As a reminder:
The morning flight to and from Munich (LG9731 and LG9732) on Thursday, 17 February was
cancelled and all passengers were rebooked on the evening flight. Additionally, two of Friday’s
(18/02/2022) flights to and from London have been cancelled (LG4591 and LG4592 and
LG4595 and LG4596), as London City airport is closed until 16h00, local time, due to very
strong winds expected. Once more, all the passengers have been rebooked on other flights.
As strong winds were being felt on Thursday and are expected on Friday 18 February, in
Luxembourg and many parts in Europe (for example in northern Europe and England, amongst
others), other flights might be impacted and/or delayed. But Luxair anticipated these
disruptions, so that passengers can arrive at their destination with the least possible delay. All
concerned passengers have been informed about the cancellations and have been rebooked
on earlier or later flights.
Luxair kindly asks its passengers to monitor their flights’ situation and arrive earlier at the
airport. In case of further questions, passengers should contact Luxair at +352 2456-1.

